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EcoPoxy is Different. It is owned 
and managed by farmers.

Through rigorous research and  
development, we are proud to offer  
bio-based epoxies made from annually 
renewable resources.

We manufacture high bio-content epoxies as sustainable 

resources our customers use to create, build and beautify the 

world around them. Whether used in a rivertable made from 

scrap wood, beautiful pieces of art, or a durable and water-

proof coating for your counter or canoe, we are confident in 

the versatility of our high-performance epoxy solutions.
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What will you create?

Our product line empowers you to imagine the 

possibilities, to create something out of nothing, and to 

try different techniques and ideas, resulting in beautiful 

finished pieces you can be proud of. 

EcoPoxy’s bio-based, non-toxic epoxies are environmentally 

friendly solutions for woodworkers and artists who want to 

create, build and beautify the world around them.

The Woodworker’s Epoxy

Browse the catalog and get inspired by the art created with EcoPoxy products.



Part #: EPFLK10-750ML Part #: EPFLK10-1.5L

Part #: EPFLK10-3L Part #:EPFLK10-6L

750ml Kit 1.5L Kit

3L Kit 6L Kit

FlowCast is a 100%-solids, two-component epoxy 

formulated for a long gel time. It has low exothermic heat 

buildup and cures to a crystal-clear solid that resists stress 

cracking. Perfect for pouring river tables, ocean tables, 

and any other deep pour applications or casting in silicone 

molds. It can be poured up to 1.5 inches depending on 

volume and cures to a water-like appearance or it can be 

coloured with one of our pigments. Whether you’re pouring 

a giant wood slab table or a small serving tray, FlowCast is 

the product you are looking for!

FlowCast

Part #: EPFLK10-12L Part #: EPFLK10-30L

Part #: EPFLK10-60L

12L Kit 30L Kit

60L Kit
Part #: EPFLK10-600L

600L Drum Set
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Crystal Clear, Premium 
Epoxy For Thick Pours.



FlowCast
Inspiration
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What will you create?

NEW TOOL!

Not sure how much product  
is required for your project?

Try the FlowCast®  
Volume Calculator!
ecopoxy.com/calculator



1L Kit

2L Kit

4L Kit

Part #: EPUVK20-500ML

Part #: EPUVK20-1L

Part #: EPUVK20-2L

Part #: EPUVK20-4L

UVPoxy

20L Kit

40L Kit

8L Kit
Part #: EPUVK20-8L

Part #: EPUVK20-20L

Part #: EPUVK20-40L

UVPoxy is a professional quality, high-performance epoxy 

system that’s UV stable and produces a high build crystal 

clear finish. It is an ideal solution for woodworkers, artists 

and craftspeople, and is perfect for coating, bonding and 

more. Developed for commercial-grade applications, 

UVPoxy resists yellowing, fading, and cracking. This epoxy 

is extremely durable, capable of withstanding heavy use 

in high-traffic venues including night clubs, bars and 

restaurants. UVPoxy is self-leveling, and can easily be 

built up in 1/4” layers to any desired thickness.

500ml Kit
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Durable Finish that
Resists Fading and Cracking.



UVPoxy
Inspiration
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What will you create?



GloPoxy is a glow-in-the-dark epoxy made with high-

grade photo luminescent ingredients to maximize glow 

brightness and duration. The formula absorbs light as 

energy and releases this energy when placed in the dark. 

This charge cycle can be performed endlessly and with 

any light source. GloPoxy is formulated to glow-in-the-

dark for hours and contains no fillers or impurities to 

interfere with the glow. Durable, UV stable, and chemical, 

water & abrasion resistant, it can be used indoor or 

outdoor on virtually any surface.

GloPoxy

200g Blue Kit

200g Green Kit
Part #: EPGPK10-200G

Part #: EPGPK20-200G
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Low Odor, No VOC’s, Non Toxic.



SnowWhite consists of fillers and extra white pigments 

suspended in epoxy resin which are blended thoroughly, 

allowing for a uniform and incredibly brilliant white finish. 

SnowWhite mixes easily and is non-toxic with low order, 

making it a perfect solution if you are looking for a bright 

white color for your next project. 

Part #: EPSWK10-13.8KG

13.8kg / 30.5lb Kit

SnowWhite
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The Brightest White
Epoxy Available.



EcoPoxy pigments are specially formulated to provide 

a rich and vibrant pigmenting solution for EcoPoxy 

products. The advanced tint properties of these highly 
concentrated pigments allows you to do more with less 

(when compared to other pigments) and can be added to 

either the resin or the hardener.

Colour
Pigments

Part #: EPPGS10-8X120ML

Part #: EPPGS10-8X60ML

60ml / 2oz bottles (set of 8)

120ml / 4oz bottles (set of 8)

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

White

Black

Brown

Blue

240ml bottles available 
for purchase individually
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Uniform Color Blending That 
Allows you to do more with less. 



Special effect pigments composed of mica nano-particles 

coated with various organic and inorganic pigments to 

create pearlescent and iridescent effects that mimic the 

natural look of stone and rock formations. Designed 

to be field blended with a variety of clear coating 

binders to create an unlimited array of custom effects. 

The translucent nature will also be influenced by the 

pigmentation of the underlying colors.

Metallic 
ColorPigments

15 x 15g Set 
Part #: EPMTS10-15x15g

Avocado
Americana

Azure
Bahama
Banana
Candy-Apple
Caribbean

Available in 30 colors  
 

Purchase a set of 15 
or individually

15 x 45g Set 
Part #: EPMTS10-15x45g

Copper
Caviar

Coral
Dolphin

Emerald
Espresso
Jellyfish

Jungle
Mango
Margarita
Maui
Midnight

Ocean
Parrot

Pineapple
Pearl

Nebula

Royal-Purple

Seaweed

Sangria
Seafoam

Whale

Dragon
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Create an unlimited array  
of custom effects.



Polyester ColorGlitters are precision cut from premium 

quality vacuum-metalized polyester film. The brilliant 

nature of these specialty glitters is compatible with 

EcoPoxy resin systems. Polyester ColorGlitters are 

currently available in 12 unique colors that can be 

blended to create a lustrous look to enhance your project 

and complement any decor.

Polyester 
ColorGlitters

Red

Yellow

Blue

Green

Fuchsia

Brown

Gold

Bronze

Copper

Silver

Gun Metal

Black

12 x 15g Pack
Part #: EPGLS10-12x15g
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Create a lustrous look to enhance your 
project and complement any decor.



Inspiration

Pigments, Glitters 
& Metallics
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What will you create?



Part #: PBPK36-10L

Part #: PBPK36-20L Part #: PBPK36-50L

10L Kit

20L Kit 50L Kit

Part #: PBPK36-5L

5L Kit

Part #: PBPK36-2.5L

2.5L Kit
Part #: EPBPK36-1.25L

1.25L Kit

BioPoxy 36 is commonly used for structural wood 

construction. It may be used for: all woods laminations, 

coating, scarfing, strip planking, as well as bonding in form of 

fillet joints applications when filled with wood flour and silica. 

BioPoxy 36 exhibits excellent cured mechanical properties 

providing stronger, lighter, higher performance parts that can 

be sanded, shaped, machined, drilled and tapped. It can be 

used in combination with EcoPoxy GelCoat or to make rigid 

molds and tooling.

BioPoxy 36

Part #: EPBPK36-250L

Also Available:
250L Kit
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Providing stronger, lighter,  
higher performance.



Part #: EPETK20-10.9KG

Part #: EPETK20-3.6KG

10.9kg / 24lb Kit

3.6kg / 8lb Kit

EcoTrowel is a high performance epoxy filler and profiling 

product formulated for surface repair and preparation. 

It is easy to mix and spread, and has a peanut-butter like 

consistency (contains no peanuts!). EcoTrowel is lightweight 

and suitable for an infinite variety of composite, architectural, 

industrial and art-related applications. It can be applied to 

wood, concrete - even canvas - to a thickness of 1/2” without 

sagging or slumping. It can be easily sanded, shaped, drilled, 

tapped, machined, routered & remains durable for life.

EcoTrowel
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Mixes easily and spreads like
peanut butter allowing for a 

smooth, durable finish.



 

EcoPoxy Fast Primer is a two component, bio-based 

epoxy that provides excellent chemical resistance, 

hardness and adhesion performance for long term 

durability. Created to seal concrete and create a 

strong bond to coatings. This product is a key factor in 

how well your coatings will bond to concrete and avoid 

delamination.

Part #: EPFPK10-6.4KG

6.4kg Kit

Fast Primer

Perfect for sealing and  
conditioning porous surfaces.
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AquaPura is an unequaled resurfacing product that has 

been formulated to provide a high quality, eco-friendly, 

long-lasting surface for plaster, granite, masonry, concrete 

and fiberglass pools and aquariums. The thick continuous 

finish is both uniform and smooth with impeccable color 

and texture, and can be used in many types of aquatic 

environments. The non-porous finish will allow for easier 

cleaning, while keeping the surface clear of algae.

Part #: EPAQK10-WH12L

Part #: EPAQK10-MB12L

12L White Kit

12L Blue Kit

AquaPura 

Highest quality pool and  
aquarium coating on the market!



Part #: EPFCR20-TN12L

12L Tan Kit

EcoPoxy Floor Coatings provide a durable glossy finish that is solvent 

free, UV stable and resists ambering. This versatile flooring solution is 

ideal for many functions in different locations as it provides superior 

durability and chemical resistance. It’s bio-based, low odor, non toxic, 

durable and 100% water-proof, making it a favourite for architects 

and property managers. EcoPoxy coatings create a beautiful finish 

that is easy to clean, making it ideal for: Garages, Industrial kitchens, 

hospitals, prisons, showrooms, animal facilities, homes, and office 

buildings, just to name a few.

High Bio Content coating solutions  
for commercial, industrial, institutional,  

and residential applications.  

Floor 
Coatings

PLACEHOLDER
Part #: EPFCR20-LG12L

12L Light 
Grey Kit

Part #: EPFCR20-MG12L

12L Medium
Grey Kit
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Part #: EPCLK20-11KG 

ClearCoat for Metallics 
11kg

ClearCoat is applied after the initial color coating 

to provide a shiny, lustrous finish to your coated 

surface. This kit is ideal for concrete, paint-chipped 

floors, wood or other flat surfaces and is extremely 

durable and user-friendly.

ClearCoat

Make your Metallic Flooring 
POP with ClearCoat for Metallics!



EcoPoxy GelCoat is an epoxy coating with superior 

chemical, abrasion and thermal resistance. It is easily 

applied with a brush, roller or sprayed to provide a 

smooth, non-porous high gloss finish on many surface 

types such as steel, concrete, composites, eps foam 

and wood. It is easy to use, wets out well over a variety 

of surfaces and will coat vertical surfaces without 

sagging. It is designed as a finish coat and works well 

with laminating systems.

Gel Coat
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The perfect tool for evenly spreading EcoPoxy on large, 

flat surfaces. This tool gives you 3 V-notched spreading  

options and a flat side for scraping and cleaning.

1/8”    perfect for thin sealer coats,

3/16” used for most finish coats, leaving about

           50-60 sq ft per gallon (15 sq ft per liter)

           and giving you a rich, glossy finish.

1/4”   for extra heavy coats.

V-Notched  
EcoPoxy  
Spreader

Part #: EP-SPV01

V-Notched EcoPoxy Spreader 



Elevate your project workflow with the innovative 
EcoPoxy Pour Pail. The revolutionary handle  
design makes pouring easy and mess free.  
Another innovational addition to the artist and 
craftsman toolkit.

Pour Pail

EP-EPP19-WH

EP-EPP19-NT 

EcoPoxy 19L Pour Pail 
White 

EcoPoxy 19L Pour Pail 
Natural

Not sure how much product is required for your project?  

Try the FlowCast® Volume Calculator!
ecopoxy.com/calculator

NEW 
TOOL!
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The Ultimate Mixing, 
Pouring, & Storage Pail

Multi-use,  
compact storage
With a durable, chemical resistant 
HDPE construction you can use (and 
reuse) the Pour Pail for a variety of 
workshop applications. Multiple pails 
can be nested for compact storage.

Get a handle 
on things
Featuring a unique ergonomic 
bottom handle in addition to  
the standard top handle, the  
EcoPoxy Pour Pail provides  
unparalleled control of your pour. 

Measure with ease
With the new measurement guide,  
mixing your Ecopoxy has never been  
easier. Follow the lines on the side of  
the bucket to measure out your ratios. 



facebook.com/ecopoxy 

www.ecopoxy.com

1.855.ECOPOXY (326.7699)

Contact Us: Social Media:

instagram.com/ecopoxy

Box 220 | Morris, MB | R0G 1K0

info@ecopoxy.com

Where can I buy EcoPoxy Products?
Our distribution network is constantly growing. Visit our interactive online map to find your nearest dealer.


